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The use of large carnivores and guardian dogs as biocontrol tools against other 

animals is increasingly recommended despite an absence of assessments of 

their welfare effects. We provided the first attempt at such an objective 

assessment in Allen et al. (2019), based on a recognised methodology and as 

per our commitment to evidence-based wildlife management. We concluded that 

their very nature means that “large carnivores and guardian dogs cause 

considerable lethal and non-lethal animal welfare impacts to the individual 

animals they are intended to control”, and that these impacts “should not be 

ignored or dismissively assumed to be negligible.” Harmful impacts arise 

because large carnivores and guardian dogs scare, displace, threaten, attack 

and kill other animals.  

Johnson et al. (In press) sought to downplay and dismiss these effects for 

livestock guardian dogs. However, Johnson et al. (In press) inadvertently 

acknowledge and evidently support our assertions that guardian dogs indeed 

have these effects when they state that guardian dogs displace or create 

‘avoidance’ by predators, engage in ‘aggressive interactions’ with them, and 

‘attack and kill’ them at times. These effects both we (Allen et al. 2019) and 

Johnson et al. (In press) describe constitute harm, and thus their concerns 

about the utility of our assessment are void. To claim that guardian dogs do not 

harm the animals they are intended to guard against is contrary to the 

established ecological principles and theory (e.g. the ecology of fear, and its 

effects; Creel 2018) that are used to justify and promote their use in the first 

place. Support for the claim by Johnson et al. (In press) that the welfare effects 

of guardian dogs are negligible and should be dismissed would require provision 

of evidence showing that the target animals are not negatively affected by 

guardian dogs in any way and that guardian dogs do not instil fear in target 

animals, or change their behaviour, or reinforce this fear with agonistic 

interaction when needed. The examples given by Johnson et al. (In press) show 

the exact opposite of this. We also find it concerning that Johnson et al. (In 

press) seek to have animal welfare harm to wild predators be ignored or 

dismissed by ‘farmers, land managers, ethics committees, governments 

agencies and NGOs’ because the welfare reality of guardian dogs does not 

support their narrative. Such an attitude is what people concerned about animal 

welfare should be working to eliminate.  
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Animal welfare is the responsibility of everyone involved in wildlife management, 

and there is a clear need for objective assessment of all management tools, 

including guardian dogs. We do not disparage or discourage the use of guardian 

dogs or large carnivores and we encourage continued interest in them as 

potential tools against troublesome wildlife. However, we reiterate the 

importance of explicit and objective consideration of their obvious animal welfare 

effects.  
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